INTRODUCTION
Quasi 3D visualisation of ground conductivity underlying airborne electromagnetic (AEM) surveys has been common since successive 1D inversions or approximate conductivitydepth values were stitched together to form quasi 2D sections along survey lines, and then further interpolated between lines to make quasi 3D conductivity models (Macnae et al., 1998) . This approach is valid for conductive targets dipping at less than about 30 (Macnae et al., 2012) , except close to lateral boundaries.
There have been many recent publications discussing different methods to achieve 3D modelling and inversion of airborne electromagnetic data. Sattel and Reid (2003) automatically fitted anomalies with magnetic and electric dipoles, but I suspect due to explorer interest in "large" rather than "small" targets, this algorithm was never reported to have been applied in other than test cases. Schaa and Fullagar (2010) greatly extended the resistive limit approximation discussed in Stolz and Macnae (1997) , allowing the use of geological constraints in the fitting process. Wilson et al., (2012) and Yang and Oldenburg (2012) attempt 3D inversion using over parameterised blocky models, with millions of voxels. There are several disadvantages to the over parameterised approach: 1) it requires somewhat arbitrary stabilisation techniques such as "smoothing" or minimal departure from an assumed starting model 2) it consumes very significant computer time and memory resources and, most importantly 3) if using rectangular voxels, it cannot properly model thin conductors with dips or strikes much different from 0 or 90, with the worst cases at 45 (Minami and Toh, 2012) .
Recently, based on the recent coding improvements and the formulation of Annan (1974) , Macnae (2013) has presented results of helicopter EM surveys automatically modelled by program CDI3D. The method used consists of 1) AEM System definition 2) pre-calculation of a large number of system specific AEM responses for target geometries of interest 3) Conversion of data to stitched 1D CDI through EMFlow and prediction of the equivalent step-response (numerically implemented as tau domain) data 4) responsebackground separation 5) successive brute force fitting of every "possible" anomaly to every successive line segment of data. CDI3D models inc lude vortex induction in confined targets, current gathering responses (including fences as one end-member) 6) selection and refinement of acceptable models based on error criteria. 3D model fitting using the CDI3D process takes roughly double the time if standard EMFlow stitched 1D processing. A manual classification system to "rate" picks in terms of error of fit, the context of geology or with ancillary information such as magnetics can take as long as an interpreter wishes.
STITCHED CDIs
Stitched CDIs (or stitched inversions possible using lateral or spatial constraints) are common task in AEM processing, and previous work has determined that they are reasonable correct for tabular conductive targets if either a) dips are less than 30 or b) the target is contained within, or directly overlain by, a conductive layer (Macnae et al., 2012) . In cases where a steeply dipping conductive target lies under conductive cover, stitched CDI sections show the target as a "horseshoe" at an unrealistically large depth. (Figure 1 ). In the case of Storliden (Wolfgram et al., 1999) , the deposit is less than 100 m deep while the CDI anomaly appears a couple of hundreds of metres underneath.
SUMMARY
A number of algorithms for the transformation of airborne EM data to 3D conductivity distributions have been developed in the past few years. This paper describes a MATLAB implementation of the Annan spectral method to permit the automatic detection and fitting of vortex and current gathering responses from discrete targets.
The method used consists of 1) AEM System definition 2) pre-calculation of a large number of system specific AEM responses for target geometries of interest 3) Conversion of data to stitched 1D CDI through EMFlow with conversion to equivalent step response data 4) response -background separation 5) successive brute force fitting of every "possible" anomaly to every successive line segment of data 6) selection and refinement of acceptable models based on error criteria This paper presents results of the application of the method to fixed-wing Geotem data from Queensland and Sweden.
Key words: Electromagnetics, airborne, AEM, Geotem, VTEM. It is almost impossible not to pick this anomaly with its response far greater than a very small background. The CDI3D program based on Spectral methods has automatically picked and fitted this anomaly without difficulty, and produced a solution as shown in Figure 2 . Unlike the stitched 1D CDI, this conductor is "imaged" in the right place. As well as the obvious Walford Creek target responses, the CDI3D process picked a number of small, broad responses fitted by deep tabular bodies. Figure 7 presents one such automatic fit. At this stage of program development it is uncertain if this response is an artefact of poor background stripping or if the response does come from a valid target. Work continues to refine this apparent ability of CDI3D to detect deep targets not initially obvious on profile plots. Finally, Figure 8 presents the CDI3D model plates in a standard MATLAB 3D perspective plot, and appears reasonably consistent with Figure 4 . The apparent plunge and dip of the deposit can be ascertained by rotating such a plot. Finally, CDI3D can be applied to any vintage of AEM data. Figure 9 shows the results of application to a 20 year old, single component Geotem survey in Queensland. Helicopter EM examples were included in Macnae (2013 Macnae ( , 2014 
CONCLUSIONS
Spectral models of vortex induction and current gathering into tabular or linear conductors can be used to automatically pick and parameterise 3D conductive targets for mineral exploration, and potentially pick and exclude cultural responses such as fences and pipeline responses. This picking and fitting methodology is fast (of the order of 2000 line km/hour) and large surveys can be processed is a few hours on a basic desktop PC or MAC.
The advantages of such fitting are that finite tabular targets are modelled at realistic depths and dips, greatly improving the ability of interpreters to understand and prioritise targets. Further, the small responses from small conductors, which often plot "off the bottom" of a CDI section now can be included in targets within the exploration depth of interest. The reason than these small targets often do not show up on CDI sections is that their small maximum amplitude corresponds to the amplitude expected from a very deep 1D layer.
The CDI3D process also appears to have the ability to automatically pick out the broad, small responses of finite, deep targets. Work is in progress to evaluate the statistical validity of these subtle anomaly picks.
